
Taming the virus

Next week I will return to issues over how we handle the virus that I have
often raised before. I welcome the arrival of two vaccines which will be
widely taken up by those who want protection. The UK has been first of the
advanced countries to licence these products and to start vaccinating people.
The scientific advisers have always seen this as the way out of lockdown, so
the sooner a lot of people are vaccinated the sooner presumably they will be
satisfied,

Meanwhile there are other things that could help us live with the virus, as
we have to do with a number of potential killer diseases without locking down
society.

1, Air extraction. Where have the government got to in improving air
extraction at their own buildings including hospitals to ensure rapid removal
of potentially contaminated air?

2. Where are the grant and advice schemes to allow private sector businesses
from shops to restaurants to improve their air extraction and make their
venues safer?

3. Air and surfaces purification. Where have they reached in using powerful
UV cleaners (in safe spaces) to clean up recycled air and to decontaminate
surfaces?

4. Other treatments. After the initial break through with a steroid we were
promised test results for a range of other possible treatments. Where have
they got to with those?

5. Isolation hospitals. Why are they not using the Nightingales as specialist
isolation CV 19 units to cut numbers going to District General hospitals and
to allow more hospitals to be CV 19 free? Cross infection is still an issue.

6. Staffing. Why do they not do 5 above to cut numbers of staff away from
work because they have CV 19 or may have been in contact with it?

7. When will they cut through the barriers to the return of retired staff who
are qualified to help them?
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